Non-destructive analysis of degradation mechanisms can be very beneficial for the prognostics and health management (PHM) study of lithium-ion batteries. In this paper, a type of graphite/LiCoO2 battery was cycle aged at high ambient temperature, then 25 parameters of the multi-physics model were identified. Nine key parameters degraded with the cycle life, and they were treated as indicators of battery degradation. Accordingly, the degradation mechanism was discussed by using the multi-physics model and key parameters, and the reasons for capacity fade and the internal resistance increase were analyzed in detail. All evidence indicates that the formation reaction of the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) film is the main cause of battery degradation at high ambient temperature.
Introduction
For the prognostics and health management (PHM) study of lithium-ion batteries, knowledge about the degradation mechanism under a certain operating condition is indispensable [1, 2] . There are two types of methods existing for analyzing the degradation mechanism of lithium-ion batteries: one is the post-mortem method [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , and the other is based on battery performance analysis [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The first OPEN ACCESS type of method can achieve the aging mechanism directly using some advanced instruments and test methods (such as scanning electron microscope (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), etc.) after disassembling an aged battery [4, 6] . It can address the detailed situation of the degraded active material and electrolyte, but the costs are high. In addition, the first method cannot be applied to in-use batteries due to the destructiveness. The second type of method is much easier and non-destructive, and a wealth of information can be achieved. In [8] [9] [10] , the incremental capacity (IC or dQ/dV) and differential voltage (DV or dV/dQ) analysis are used to analyze the capacity fade and resistance increase. They can be also used to yield a quantitative assessment of different degradation modes via a diagnostic and prognostic model. In [11] [12] [13] [14] , the empirical calendar and cycle life model are developed using the degradation data of capacity and internal resistance; the degradation mechanism is also deduced based on the experimental data. Those literature works provide a rich background of the non-destructive analysis of degradation mechanisms for lithium-ion batteries, and the quantitative methods are also instructive and meaningful to our research.
Another non-destructive method is to analyze the electrochemical mechanisms using identified model parameters. There are two types of battery models, one is the equivalent circuit model (ECM), and the other is the electrochemical model. The ECMs have been successfully used for state of charge (SOC) estimation [16, 17] , but the model parameters are lumped circuit parameters and are hardly used for mechanism analysis. Electrochemical modeling can address the complex mechanisms of physical and chemical processes, such as diffusion, transport of ions, ohmic phenomena, electrochemical reaction and thermal behaviors [18] [19] [20] [21] . They have a large set of parameters with corresponding physical meaning, which makes them very suitable for the study of degradation mechanisms.
In recent years, non-destructive degradation mechanism analysis based on electrochemical model parameters has attracted many researchers. In [22] [23] [24] , the stoichiometric number of the electrode material is used to indicate the stages of capacity fade. Schmidt et al. [25] investigated the relationship between the volume fraction of active material in the electrode (εs), the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte (κe) and the cycle number during aging, and they used them as the characteristics to evaluate the state of health (SOH) of batteries. Ramadesigan et al. [26] found that both the electrochemical reaction rate (ks,a) and the Li + diffusion coefficient (Ds,a) in the anode degrade with cycle number following a power-law. Fu et al. [27] treated some parameters of an electrochemical thermal model as degradation parameters to analyze the degradation effects considering side reactions, including the volume fraction of active material in the electrode, the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) resistance (Rfilm) and the diffusion coefficient of the electrolyte (De). These papers identified some isolated relationships between a limited number of parameters and battery health. Our research program, by contrast, is focused on the investigation of a much larger set of model parameters in different stages of aging and tries to find out the key parameters that determine the degradation of lithium-ion batteries, and then, the mechanism of capacity fade and internal resistance increase can be quantitatively analyzed via the key parameters' degradation. In this article, the degradations of some key parameters are obtained from graphite/LiCoO2 batteries in different cycle numbers, and the mechanisms of capacity fade and internal resistance increase are analyzed accordingly. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the experimental setup; Section 3 provides the multi-physics modeling and the multi-objective parameter identification; Section 4 presents the degradation relationship between the key parameters and the battery performance and then summarizes the degradation mechanisms. Conclusions of this article are presented in the final section.
Experimental Section
For aging investigation, cylindrical batteries manufactured by DLG Power Battery (Shanghai, China), labeled ICR14500E-075, have been used. The batteries are designed for mobile devices and have a nominal capacity of 750 mA· h. The battery specifications are summarized in Table 1 . A cycle aging test (CAT) and a reference performance test (RPT) were conducted alternately, and the test schedule is shown in Figure 1 , where CC stands for constant current and CV stands for constant voltage mode. Experimental Uapp data were acquired by a battery testing system (Neware BTS-5V-6A, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China) every 10 s. The ambient temperature was controlled at 50 °C using an oven (Hongnuo HN-36, Tianjin, China) in the CAT; and the ambient temperature was controlled by another high-precision thermal chamber (Partner PTC14003-M, Wuxi, Jiangsu, China) in the RPT. A CAT contains 20 cycles, and there are five steps in each cycle. The constant current was set to 1C (750 mA), both in the CC charge and CC discharge step. The current and the terminal voltage of the first cycle in CAT are shown in Figure 2 . The discharge capacity in each cycle was recorded as the battery capacity, and the internal resistance was determined as follows:
where ΔU1 is the voltage change discharge current appearing after a 10-min rest, shown in Figure 2b . Because the Li + concentration gradient in the active material and electrolyte is very small after the rest, the concentration overpotential is almost zero, so the internal resistance calculated in Equation (1) is actually the ohmic resistance, including the ohmic resistance in the active material and electrolyte, the SEI film resistance, the connecting resistance and the equivalent resistance caused by the electrochemical reaction overpotential, and the details will be discussed in Section 4.3.2. The batteries were cycled for 360 cycles. The capacity and internal resistance of each cycle was recorded, and these data were used for analyzing the performance degradation of the battery.
The RPT was conducted at the very beginning and after every CAT. It contains two dynamic charge/discharge tests in ambient temperatures of 30 °C and 15 °C . Each dynamic test contains 17 steps, including five discharge rates (0.25C, 0.5C, 0.75C, 1C and 1.25C) and four charge rates (0.25C, 0.5C, 0.75C and 1C). The current and the terminal voltage of a fresh battery in RPT are shown in Figure 3 . After the 13th RPT, some batteries could not finish the whole test, due to the capacity fade and resistance rise. Specifically, in Step 10 (1.25C discharge for 10 min), the terminal voltage reached the cutoff voltage, and the RPT ends too early. The discharge time of Steps 5, 6, 9, 10, 13 and 14 were cut in half to avoid this, so all RPTs could be conducted successfully.
There were 19 sets of RPT data, and they were used for parameter identification of the multi-physics model in different degradation stages. According to our previous study [28, 29] , the parameters of the multi-physics model can be identified more correctly using the dynamic charge/discharge data at two different ambient temperatures than those using a simple operating condition at only one ambient temperature.
Modeling and Parameterization

Multi-Physics Model of Cylindrical Batteries
The multi-physics model consists of three parts: the electrochemical model, the thermal model and the radial heat distribution model. The electrochemical part is described by the pseudo two-dimensional (P2D) model [18, 19] . Section B-B in Figure 4 shows the schematic of the P2D model for a lithium-ion battery. It consists of two current collectors, a negative electrode (anode), a separator and a positive electrode (cathode). The physical and chemical processes, such as ion diffusion, migration, transportation and electrochemical kinetics, are described by several partial differential equations and algebraic equations in Table 2 . The meanings of the symbols are explained in detail at the end of this article. 
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In Equation (7), Eocv is the open circuit potential, which is a function of the solid phase Li + concentration at the particle surface. The Eocv of LixC6 anode is obtained from [30, 31] . A coin cell is assembled by using the cathode from an experimental battery, and the Eocv of LiyCoO2 is obtained by fitting the 1/100C discharge curve. The fitting result is shown by Equation (10) and Thermal phenomena, such as energy conservation, heat generation and exchange, also occur during the charge/discharge process, and they can be simulated by the P2D model, as presented in Table 4 . The heat generates in a spiral roll, including the heat of electrochemical reactions, entropic heat and ohmic heating. Heat exchange only occurs at the surface of the cylindrical battery. 
Mechanisms Equations Number
Energy balance
Entropic heat 
Nernst equation
Some parameters in the P2D model-such as solid phase diffusion coefficients Ds,a and Ds,c, solution phase conductivity κe, solution phase diffusion coefficient De and electrochemical reaction rates ks,a and ks,c-are coupled with the battery temperature. These parameters can be updated by the Arrhenius' law. In Equation (17), Xi represents the parameters mentioned above; Xi,ref is the parameter value at reference temperature Tref; and Ei denotes the corresponding activation energy of parameter Xi, respectively. In addition, the open circuit potential depends on battery temperature according to the Nernst equation. An electrochemical-thermal coupled model is presented by feeding back the relationship between temperature-dependent parameters and thermal effects to the P2D model. There are many existing literature works on the P2D model and the electrochemical-thermal model; the reader is referred to [20, 21] for details.
In Equations (13) and (18),
is the entropy coefficient and is obtained from [32] .
A typical cylindrical battery is spiral roll cell, as shown in Figure 4 . Thin layers of anode, cathode, separator and current collector are stacked up as Section B-B, rolled up on the central mandrel as Section A-A and then inserted into a can. The gaps are filled with liquid electrolyte.
The temperature distribution in the radial direction of a cylindrical battery is more obvious than that in the axial direction, due to the small thermal conductivity [33] . Therefore, the heat conduction term in Equation (11) can be expressed in one-dimension by Fourier's Law:
The temperature gradient at the center of the battery is zero, while at the battery surface, it is given by the heat exchange rate at the surface:
where Rcell is the radius of cylindrical battery, and the heat exchange rate is cr. The temperature shows continuity at the interfaces of the spiral roll, gap and can.
A thermal impedance model is developed to simulate the thermal distribution in the radial direction of the cylindrical lithium-ion battery, as shown in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 , the spiral roll is divided into NR grids in the radial direction using the finite volume method (FVM). Each finite element is a cylindrical shell, and the innermost one is a cylinder. The volume Vi and centroid radius ri of each element could be obtained from the geometric parameters, and Ti is the temperature of the i-th element. The thermal resistance between two adjacent elements is: 1 
ln λ2π
where H stands for the effective height of the spiral roll. Additionally, the thermal capacity is determined by:
where the density ρ and the heat transfer coefficient λ are the volume-averaged values of all materials in the spiral roll. The details of the thermal impedance model can be seen in our previous work [28] . The volume averaged value of T1 to TNR is used as T in Arrhenius' law.
The multi-physics model was implemented using the improved DUALFOIL 5.1 Program, which is a universal battery simulation program developed by Newman's research group [34] . The BAND(j) subroutine is used to solve the PDEs in the P2D model, and I have added some subroutines for local heat generation, heat exchange, temperature distribution and parameters updates by using the mentioned equations. The step size of time can be self-adjusted according to the degree of convergence, and the maximum time step size is 20 s. The number of nodes in the negative and positive electrode is 80; the number of nodes in the separator is 40, and the number of nodes in the solid particle is 50. It takes about 12 s to simulate the dynamic charge/discharge process in RPT on a PC with INTEL Core i3-530 CPU (2.93 GHz) with 4 G RAM.
Parameter Identification
There are 30 main parameters in multi-physics model, which are related to Li + diffusion, transport of ions, ohmic phenomena, electrochemical reaction and thermal behavior. They were examined using the parameter sensitivity analysis method [28, 35] , and the results show that 25 of them need to be identified. Some of these parameters (such as De, Rfilm, etc.) may change their values during the ageing process. The identification result can be used for researching the SOH of a battery, and others (such as ks, Ē, etc.) must be identified, because their values are hard to measure in other ways. The searching ranges of these parameters are shown in Table 5 , considering both the available values from references and the probable variation trend during the aging process. Besides, some geometric parameters (e.g., the thickness of electrode layer) and some material properties (e.g., density, specific capacity) are also needed to complete the model simulation. These parameters have been obtained from battery specifications, literature or measured directly after disassembling real batteries. In this article, the parallelized multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) [29, 36] was used to identify those model parameters. The effectiveness of the proposed identification method was proven in [28, 36] by using the RPT and the "synthetic experiment", which is acquired from model simulation with known parameters instead of a real experiment, and the averaged relative error is less than 10%. The two objective functions are defined as the sum of squared error (SSE) between the model outputs and the experimental data of RPT at 15 °C and 30 °C : 
where Uapp,i is the model output terminal voltage data, app, i U is the experimental data, and N is the number of data points. The optimal solution of the identification problem is a set of parameters, with which the model simulated data should fit the experimental data best. Finally, nineteen sets of parameters were identified. The simulated data with four sets of parameters are compared with experimental data in Figure 6 . All simulated data fit the experimental data very well, and the average errors never exceed 30 mV. So, the identified values are accurate enough, and they can be treated as the internal characteristics of the batteries in different degradation stages.
The identified results using MOGA have uncertainty, and they may not very the same in different identification processes. However, we found that the degradation trends of the parameters are very similar. Therefore, in this work, we just use of the degradation trends to analyze the failure mechanisms, not a set of identified parameters themselves. The accurately identified values of the parameters are not so important, and actually, the method proposed below cannot use a certain set of accurate parameters to provide the degradation mechanisms of an aged battery directly.
Considering the previous literatures [26, 27] , the results of parameter sensitivity analysis and the identified results, we determined nine "key parameters" that change their values with the cycle number, and their identified results are discussed in Section 4.2 in detail. Other parameters are considered to maintain constants or have no obvious relationship with the cycle number, and their averaged values are shown in Table 5 . Figure 7a presents the capacity fade with cycle number in CAT, and the relationship between the loss rate of capacity Qloss and the total throughput capacity Capth is also shown in Figure 7b . Qloss is determined as follows:
Results and Discussion
Degradation of Battery Performance
where Capacity0 = 774 mA· h is the measured capacity of a fresh battery, not the nominal capacity in the specifications. The Capth is calculated by accumulating the throughput capacity:
  
where Capacitydis(i) and Capacitychr(i) are the discharge capacity and the charge capacity in the i-th cycle, respectively. The relationship between the Qloss and the Capth or time are described by a power-law in [11, 14, 37, 38] , and the power law exponent is equal to 0.5 when the degradation is only caused by the SEI layer formation in the calendar life. The fitting result in this article shows that the power law exponent equals 1.8204, which means that the capacity fade in our CAT is caused by many factors beside the SEI layer formation itself, and the degradation mechanisms may be more complex.
In Figure 7a , the capacity fade is obviously divided into two stages: the first stage is 0-160 cycles, and the second stages is 160-360 cycles. The degradation rate of the first stage is lower than the second one; the reason will be discussed by key parameter degradation, and details will be seen in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.4. Figure 8 shows the internal resistance increase in CAT and the linear relevant fitting result. The experimental data of each CAT are not continuous, but the slope is almost the same. We speculate that this phenomenon is caused by the change of connecting resistance, because we re-connect the battery board between the CAT and RPT. 
Degradation of Key Parameters
The degradation of nine key parameters is shown in Figure 9 . Each parameter was fitted with three commonly-used equations: the linear form, the power form and the exponential form. The best fitting result that has the highest R-square is also shown in each subgraph. It is seen that the fitting results of six key parameters (x0, Rfilm,a, εs,a, εs,c, ks,a, ks,c) are very good; their R-squares are greater than 0.85; the other three key parameters (Ds,a, Ds,c, De) fit the identified values slightly worse. We noted that the six good fitting parameters are all "highly sensitive" in the parameter sensitivity analysis, meaning that when the values of those parameters change a little, the terminal voltage changes noticeably, so that they can be identified more easily and correctly. However, though the diffusion coefficients of electrodes are "sensitive" parameters, the diffusion coefficient of the electrolyte is a "low sensitivity" parameter, and even though these parameters change a lot, this has little effect on the terminal voltage. Therefore, the identified results of these three parameters look scattered, but the degradation trends are clear. The parameter Ds,a and Ds,c follow the power-law, the same as [26] ; and the degradation trend of De is similar to [27] .
Degradation Analysis
In this section, the mechanism of capacity fade is analyzed using the multi-physics model and some key parameters; and the relationship between the internal resistance increase and the key parameters is also discussed via decomposing the equation of total overpotential.
Analysis of Capacity Fade
Theoretically, the total capacity of the active material is determined by: 
where Cap total is the total capacity an electrode contains when the lithium-ions fully insert/de-insert into/from the active materials. Here, we arbitrarily treated the area of the electrode Acell as a constant, because it is very difficult to obtain its exact value during the degradation with our present methods, so the initial measured value is used. Actually, the parameter Acell may slightly decrease with battery degradation, because of the clogging of the separator or complete ionic insulation of the surface of the electrode by means of electrolyte decomposition and residue deposition. Other constants in Equation (26) are listed in Table 6 . As a result, the total capacity evolution is primarily dictated by variations of the volume fraction of active material in both electrodes. In fact, the lithium ions do not fully insert/de-insert into/from the active materials, and the stoichiometric number changes in a certain range, which is defined as the stoichiometric windows and is expressed by: 
where x0 and y0 are the stoichiometric numbers of the anode and cathode when the battery is fully charged, respectively, while xend and yend are the stoichiometric numbers when the battery is fully discharged. From Equations (26) and (27) , the actual cycle capacity of the battery is determined by two factors: the volume fraction of active material (εs) and the stoichiometric windows (Δx and Δy). Figure 9e ,f presents the degradation of the volume fraction for the anode and cathode, and it shows that the amount of active material decreased following the exponent law, indicating that the loss of active material (LAM) occurred faster and faster during the whole cycle life. Figure 10 presents the degradation of stoichiometric windows; they decreased linearly, indicating that the loss of Li inventory (LLI) occurred continuously during the cycle life. Besides, xend and yend can be calculated using the obtained values of Capacity, x0, y0, εs, by using Equations (26) and (27) . Figure 11 presents four sets of stoichiometric numbers at different stages. Some conclusions can be drawn from Figure 11: (1) The anode is always the control electrode during the whole cycle life, because the position of yend is always on the voltage plateau and the terminal voltage of the battery at the end of discharging is always determined by the anode. (2) 
Analysis of Overpotential Increase
According to Equations (7) and (9) 
where the SEI film resistance of the cathode is ignored, so that the total overpotential is given by the following equation and divided into five parts: is the total current density in the battery. The composition of ③ overpotential in the electrolyte is complicated; it should be decomposed in detail:
The following relation is always satisfied according to the solid and electrolyte phase charge balance: 
where the total current density i is equal to the sum of i1 and i2, and it is a constant only determined by the applied current.
Then, decomposing Equation (30) 
Finally, the ③ overpotential in the electrolyte is divided into three parts by adding each side of the three equations in Equation (31) (1 )(1 ) ln
Therefore, the total overpotential is divided into seven parts, and this can be summarized by two types: the ohmic overpotential and the concentration overpotential.
The first type is composed of five parts: ② reaction overpotential, ③-1 ohmic overpotential in electrolyte, ③-2 ohmic overpotential in electrodes, ④ overpotential of SEI film resistance, and ⑤ overpotential of connecting resistance. The ohmic overpotential is only related to applied current, and it appears when a current passes through the battery and disappears when the current disappears. The reaction overpotential (η) is determined by the electrochemical reaction current density (is) and the exchange current density (i0) according to the Butler-Volmer equation; it has the same nature of ohmic overpotential, and thus, we grouped it into the first type. The ΔU1 in Figure 2 is actually the ohmic overpotential, including all five parts mentioned above.
The contributions of each part to overpotential degradation are discussed in detail as follows:
(1) Parts ③-1 and ⑤ have no contributions to the overpotential degradation, because the related key parameters κe, εe and Rext do not vary with cycles, so that the values of these two parts are almost constants. (2) When substituting the solid phase charge balance Equation (4) into Part ③-2 of Equation (32), the following equation is obtained:  represent the total current density of electrons in the cathode and anode, respectively, and they are determined by the applied current only. Therefore, this part is mostly related to the key parameters κe, εe, and, thus, is almost a constant. (3) Part ④ is determined by the key parameter Rfilm directly, and the electrochemical reaction current density of the anode (is,a) changes very little. Therefore, this part increases linearly with the cycle number, the same as the degradation trend of Rfilm. (4) Part ② is mostly related to the key parameters ks as in Equation (6) and (8), while other parameters change little during the cycle life. Therefore, this part also increases linearly with the cycle number.
Therefore, the degradation of the ohmic overpotential presents the linear rule of the cycle number. Accordingly, the ohmic resistance, which was calculated by Equation (1), also increases following the linear rule. This could explain the results of Figure 8 .
The second type is composed of two parts, one is ① the concentration overpotential in electrodes and the other is ③-3 the concentration overpotential in the electrolyte. The concentration overpotential is determined by the Li + concentration difference, and it does not change at the moment the applied current appears or disappears. There are two contributing factors of concentration difference in electrodes: one is the inhomogeneous distribution of reaction current density, and the other is the Li + diffusion in active material particles. These two factors cause the utilization of Li + near the current collector to be different from the average value of the whole electrode; and the Li + concentration at the surface of the active material particle is different from the average value of the whole particle. Thus, the true open circuit potential, which is calculated by using the true Li + concentration at the surface of the active material particle near the current collector, is not equal to the equilibrium potential, which is calculated by the average Li + concentration of the electrode, and this difference is presented in Part ① of Equation (29) . In Figure 9c ,d, the Li + diffusion coefficient of both the anode and cathode (Ds,a and Ds,c) decreases following power laws with the cycle number. This means that the Li + diffusion in the active material particles become more and more difficult with battery ageing. When the electrochemical reaction occurs at the surface of active material particles in an aged battery, the Li + concentration gradient will be greater than that in a fresh one. Therefore, the difference between the open circuit potential and the equilibrium potential becomes greater during the cycle life, and thus, the value of Part ① increases with the cycle number.
In Figure 9i , the electrolyte diffusion coefficient (De) also decreases following a power law with the cycle number. Therefore, in an aged battery, the concentration difference between the two current collectors is greater, because the Li + movement in the electrolyte becomes more difficult. Thus, Part ③-3
also increases with the cycle number. These two factors can explain the degradation trend of the concentration overpotential. During the rest period after the discharge step, the Li + concentration difference in both the active material particle and electrolyte restore balance gradually. Therefore, the concentration overpotential reduces to zero, and we can observe that the terminal voltage rises and finally equals the equilibrium potential. In this phenomenon, the diffusion coefficients plays a leading role, and some literature works [19, 39] have reported that the time constant of Li + diffusion is inversely proportional to the diffusion coefficients. Because the calculation of the concentration difference involves many complex physical and electrochemical processes (e.g., Li + diffusion and contribution of reaction current density), it is very difficult to give the algebraic relation between the degradation trends of key parameters and the increase of concentration overpotential. The contribution of the ohmic and concentration overpotential is presented in Figure 12 . It is observed that the concentration overpotential dominates the main part, and it increases fast before 160 cycles, almost keeping constant in the last period, which has a similar degradation trend with key parameters Ds,a and De. Ohmic overpotential exhibits a linear increase, and its proportion also increases from about 1/4 to 1/3. Figure 12 . Composition of the total overpotential at the end of the discharge step.
By the way, some key parameters that are related to the overpotential are determined by battery temperature, such as the Li + diffusion coefficient and electrochemical reaction rate. According to Arrhenius' law, the values of those parameters will become smaller when the temperature falls, and the total overpotential becomes larger based on the discussion above. Therefore, in a certain RPT, the total overpotential at 15 °C is larger than that at 30 °C, as shown in Figure 3b .
Summary of Degradation Mechanisms
In [8, 23] , four modes of capacity degradation are proposed, including the LAM and LLI, due to parasitic side reactions, UD and UC. According to the previous results and discussion in this paper, the former three modes occurred asynchronously in a cycle aged battery under high ambient temperature, resulting in a two-stage capacity fade process.
The first stage is the first 160 cycles, approximately. In this stage, the volume fractions of active material decrease very slowly, indicating that there is very little active material loss. At the same time, the stoichiometric windows linearly decrease and the SEI film resistance linearly increases with the cycle number, indicating that the Li inventory experiences continually loss. The main reason can be attributed to the SEI film formation, and the reaction formulas are given in [40] 
The SEI formation reaction consumes much of the Li + inventory. Some organic materials, such as (CH2OCO2Li)2, and inorganic materials, such as Li2CO3, are produced, and these deposits adhere to the surface of the anode particles, then form a thin extra film as the SEI layer [27] . Due to the electronic insulation of the SEI layer, the film resistance becomes larger with additional SEI formation, and the Li + insertion/de-insertion reaction becomes more and more difficult.
The second stage begins after 160 cycles. The degradation of stoichiometric windows and SEI film resistance show very similar trends to the first stage, indicating that the SEI formation occurs and the Li + inventory is consumed continuously. It is noticed that in this stage, the volume fractions of active material decrease rapidly, which means much of the active material is no longer available for electrochemical reaction; it cannot provide Li + and leads to capacity fade. The main reason is also attributed to the SEI formation. The accumulation of the deposits increases the thickness of the SEI layer, and the coverage area becomes larger and larger during the cycle life. When an active material particle is completely covered by SEI, it will be isolated from the electrochemical reaction, leading to LAM. In addition, the UD caused by a larger overpotential also occurs in the last 100 cycles of this stage, resulting in additional capacity loss. The total overpotential increases with the cycle number, including two main types: the ohmic overpotential increases due to the increase of SEI film resistance and the decrease of the electrochemical reaction rate; those key parameters degrade following a linear form; and the increase of the concentration overpotential is determined by the degradation of active material and electrolyte. Equation (34) shows that in SEI formation reactions, some solvent of the electrolyte (e.g., ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC)) is consumed; thus, the electrolyte becomes dry, and the diffusion of Li + becomes more difficult.
Conclusions
In this work, the degradation trends of a multi-physics model were obtained by cycle life experimentation and the MOGA. There were nine key parameters varied with the cycle number, and they were treated as indicators of battery degradation. Then, the degradation mechanisms were analyzed accordingly, and some conclusions could be drawn: In the first stage, the LLI is the main cause of the capacity fading, and the LAM occurs, but contributes very little. We also concluded that there is no evidence of UD at this stage. In contrast, the three modes (LAM, LLI and UD) all have contributions to capacity fading in the second stage, and the LAM is the main cause, which determines the degradation trend of the capacity fade. The overpotential increase is closely related to the SEI formation reaction: on the one hand, the SEI layer increases the ohmic resistance, and on the other hand, the SEI formation reaction consumes some solvent of the electrolyte; thus, the diffusion of Li + becomes more difficult. In summary, the formation of an SEI layer occurs throughout the entire process of cycling under high ambient temperature. This results in the LLI directly and then leads to the LAM and the increase of the overpotential.
Although this non-destructive approach could not provide direct and definitive physical evidence on the degradation mechanism compared to the post-mortem analysis, it could, however, provide the key parameters that indicate the degradation mechanism from a limited set of experimental data easily acquired in RPT during cycling. The details revealed by this approach provide a more detailed understanding of the degradation than that achieved by only monitoring the capacity and internal resistance data of batteries. Both of the method and the results of this work can be very beneficial for the PHM study of lithium-ion batteries and help improve battery (pack) management, reliability and safety further.
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